2022 Feathered Star Class Descriptions
Log Cabin (Regular or Curvy) Creative GridsLet Creative Grids Log Cabin rulers help you create these
traditional blocks. The rulers come in 4”, 6” and 8” in both
original and curvy blocks. The newest 10” Log Cabin Duo lets
you make blocks with ½” or 1” finished size logs.

Confetti
A creative way to use bits of batik fabric. Come see my
Confetti quilts/ pillows for inspiration, then create your
own art! Bring a base fabric (approximately 12x12” or
larger) and bits of batik scraps. You’ll need rotary cutter
and small Ziploc bags (for confetti).

Cat’s Cradle Creative Grids
An amazing ruler that lets you cut only rectangles to create a block of
triangles! Bring fabrics with good contrast. I have made several
quilts using variations of this versatile block! The ruler comes in two different
sizes.

Plaidish
One of my new favorite quilt patterns! You can play it safe and use just three
colors or test your skills in sorting fabrics to darks, mediums and lights! Either
way, it makes for a fun quilt!
Square on Square Creative Grids
These Creative Grids rulers let you create these nested squares
with accurate points. The rulers come in two different sizes- 6”
and 8”.

Modern Curvy Piecing
Learn to create a modern quilt using free form curves!
MaterialsSets of three fabrics 8” square for the bright version.
I used batik, black and white, and large floral.
Fabrics can be repeated. For the landscape version I used sets of 3 fabrics
8” square

Binding Options
In this class we will explore a number of options for binding your quilts. You will need to bring
some pre-quilted fabric approx. 24” x 24” and ½ yard plus ¼ yard for bindings. Rotary cutter
and mat, pins or binding clips, needle and thread. Pre-quilted muslin will be available to
purchase. *I like the muslin so that you can make notes right on the sampler of binding options.

Crazy Quilt Pumpkin
A series of three classes to create a beautiful crazy quilt pumpkin!
Class 1- Piecing the gores, beginning stitching
Class 2- Stitches
Class 4- Assembling the pumpkin, adding trims, leaves and finishing touches.
Modern Trees
No paper piecing for these liberated trees and every one is
unique! Bring 11” x 12” fabrics.

!

Concentric Squares
Begin with 2 ½”x 2 ½” center squares. These can be fussy cut if you
desire. The variations are endless- brights, 30's, theme fabrics, color
sets! A fun way to focus on fun fabrics and use up your smaller stash
fabrics!

Pineapple Ruler Creative Grids
Another Creative Grids ruler that helps your piecing look precise! There
are two sizes of this ruler.

Free Form Roses
These free form roses turn your scraps into something
beautiful! They can be used as a border or separate blocks

In My Own Words
Personalizing a quilt with letters and words! Bring your scraps and 1 yard
background fabric and join in the fun.

To schedule a class- Call the shop at 325 893-4699, email me at
shaulap@featheredstarquilt.com or send me a Facebook message on the Feathered Star page!
You need to pay in advance to reserve your spot in the class.
If you would like to schedule any of these classes on a different date, gather 2-3 friends and
we’ll set a date! Shaula Patton

